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ABSTRACT
There continues to be a need for an externally powered prothesis 
which can be used by above elbow amputee patients who cannot effectively 
operate a conventional body powered prosthesis. This device must be 
reliable, economically constructed, and easily maintained in the field.
A device employing a drive mechanism powered by a small DC motor has 
been designed to meet this need.
The device is based on an inversion of the belt driven pulley 
system and is a continuation of previous work employing this mechanism.
A prototype was designed using this system in a size suitable for patient 
application. The model was constructed from commercially available parts 
and some shop fabrication. Once constructed, a laboratory testing 
program was devised to subject the prototype to typical tasks it would 
be required to perform in the field. The test results are included in 
the report. Also included are the kinematic and force analyses of the 
model and a computer program, based on the design equations written to 
simulate the motion of the device under load. A comparison between the 
simulated and experimental results is also presented.
The major intent of this project was to design and test a reliable 
externally powered above elbow prosthesis from commercially available 
parts. The design has proven to be a viable concept and should be 
pursued further based on the recommendations given in this thesis.
V I I I
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A prosthesis is a device used to replace the surgically removed or 
severed limb of an amputee patient. This device allows the patient to 
retain some of the mobility lost upon removal of the appendage. Since 
this paper is only concerned with arm (specifically forearm) prostheses, 
all subsequent discussion will be in regard to that type of device. 
Typically, a conventional body-powered prosthesis is raised by shoulder 
elevation, while the opening and closing of the terminal device (usually 
a hook) is accomplished by protraction and retraction of the shoulder. 
The forearm can be locked into position on fifteen degree increments 
with a nudge switch actuated by the patient's chin. In order to 
effectively operate this type of prosthesis, a patient should have a 
total of at least six inches of shoulder excursion. Because of a degree 
of paralysis or some other physiologic problem, some patients do not 
have this amount of shoulder mobility. Therefore, they must find other 
means of extending their existing capabilities or be faced with an 
existance of little movement. This problem has created an interest in 
externally powered prosthetics. One solution to this problem employing, 
an externally powered device is the topic of this research paper.
The first attempts to utilize external power sources to actuate 
limb prostheses were made in Germany at the time of World War I [l].
The power sources were electrical and compressed air and were highly 
inefficient resulting in only slight benefits to the patients. Later
1
2Alderson [l] designed a number of electrically operated devices as the 
next attempt at using an external power source. The models were experi­
mental in nature and required a large amount of concentration on the 
part of the patient in order to effectively use these devices routinely. 
Still later, groups in Europe and Russia pursued the problem utilizing 
such external sources as compressed carbon dioxide and electric power 
with direct muscle bulge or myoelectric control. More recently a hydrau­
lic system with an electrical energy source has been tried as a method 
of actuation in England [2]. This type of power source has given fair 
experimental results; however, the weight of the package is high, and, 
because of the high precision which must go into the component manufac­
ture, the cost is also high. Electromechanical systems have the 
advantage of using a compact, safe, energy source capable of being con­
veniently and economically recharged. Therefore, most of the externally 
powered upper limb prostheses available today in this country employ a 
mechanical actuation system powered by a rechargable battery pack. One 
such mechanism is the Vete rans Adm i n i st ra t ion Electric Elbow.
The VA Electric Elbow is an experimental device developed through 
the Veterans Administration [3]. This elbow employs a permanent magnet 
electric motor, operated from a 25 volt battery pack, which is directly 
coupled to a planetary roller harmonic drive wave generator housed at 
the elbow joint. The wave generator forces the flexible spline of the 
harmonic drive to engage the rigid spline of the elbow housing. The 
planetary wave generator, in combination with a harmonic drive, achieve 
an overall speed ratio of 80:1. If the amputation is such that the 
battery pack can be located in the upper arm, a soft foam endoskeletal 
forearm is used. If not, the battery pack must be placed in a hard 
forearm shell which places a greater load on the elbow motor and thus
3reduces the lifting capability of the mechanism.
The VA Elbow has a fairly high failure rate primarily due to 
breaking of the flex spline drive component. Also among the complaints 
were excessive noise, weight, speed of operation, inadvertent operation 
of the switch, lack of free arm swing, and inadequate lifting force.
Of the powered arms on the market today, there are three which are 
most prominent. They are the Rancho Los Amigos Hospital elbow, the Army 
Medical Biomechanical Research Lab (AMBRL) elbow and the Boston elbow [A],
Each of these elbows is powered by a battery operated electrically 
driven actuator. The Rancho Los Amigos Hospital elbow is controlled by 
a pull switch in a shoulder harness. The AMBRL elbow is also controlled 
by a shoulder harness pull switch and has the added advantage of full 
rotation of the terminal device in the position of full arm extension.
The Boston elbow is myoelectrica11y controlled by the use of surface 
electrodes on the stump. It employs a feedback system that maintains a 
constant speed of motion regardless of load within the limits of the 
des i gn.
The main drive mechanism in all of these elbows is a rotational 
friction clutch. Because of the nature of this drive, these elbows 
experience a loss of clutch holding ability shortly after the mechanism 
is well broken in. Such failure causes excessive maintenance and large 
amounts of patient disuse time.
Field testing and use of these devices by patients has resulted in 
a list of desirable and undesirable features associated with these 
designs [A] [5]. Among the desirable features were a positive elbow lock 
in any position, the ease with which flexion is achieved, free swing of 
the elbow and ease of recharging. The undesirable features included 
such things as noise, weight, slow speed, bulkiness and inadvertent
koperation of the switch.
For a new design to meet patient acceptability there are several 
features and design criteria which must be addressed. The power source 
for the unit should have an adequate current capacity for at least one 
day's use before recharging, have a long life expectancy, be small and 
light weight, have a low cost, be readily available and be easily recharg­
ed. The actuator should be light and small, rugged, quiet, capable of 
producing a high torque, and very efficient, and it should be low in cost 
and readily available. In addition it should have a low static friction 
so that the arm motion appears smooth and natural. It should also be 
self-locking so that the arm can be stopped and held in any position 
against a reasonable load. Finally, the most essential feature is 
reversibility of the motor and the actuator so that both flexion and 
extension of the arm can be accomp1ished.
When the source and actuator have been selected so as to fulfill 
the above requirements, the overall mechanism should be designed to meet 
a basic set of operational criteria. These criteria were arrived at 
through consultation with the Medical Center Rehabilitation Hospital 
prosthetics staff prior to the start of this project in 1978, and are 
listed as follows. The speed of the mechanism must be such that the 
forearm traverses between full extension at 0° and full flexion at 120° 
in three seconds. The operational control of the elbow should be inde­
pendent of the terminal device. The mechanism should be capable of 
producing three foot-pounds of torque and have a mechanical advantage 
such that it can resist a static torque loading of twenty-five foot­
pounds. The weight of the elbow should be eighteen ounces or less and 
the mechanism should emit a low noise level during operation. The 
device should be economical to produce from readily available commercial
5parts, adjustable to a variety of patients, reliable and easily main- 
ta i ned i n the field.
Initial work on a prosthesis design proposed to meet these criteria 
was performed by Krump in 1978 [6], This design was a conceptual model 
and as such did not completely fulfill all the requirements listed 
above. The subject of this thesis is the development of a working 
prototype based on the initial design concept. It comes much closer 
to achieving these requirements but is still to be considered a pre- 
1i mi na ry des i gn.
The remainder of this report deals with the design and analysis 
of the prototype as well as its subsequent testing. The procedure 
for laboratory testing of the device, as well as the data acquired from 
these tests, is reviewed in detail. The final chapter deals with the 
conclusions gained from this research and also recommendations for 
improvements of subsequent prototype models.
CHAPTER 2
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOTYPE
✓
The externally powered elbow prosthesis described here is essen­
tially a working miniaturization of the conceptual model devised by 
Krump in 1978 [6]. As such the prototype can be used in simulated 
field tests and is a major step in bridging the gap between the con­
ceptual model and an actual marketable device.
The prototype model operates on an inversion of the two-pulley 
belt-drive system. In the conventional application of this system the 
first pulley drives a second pulley through the actuation of a connecting 
belt (see Figure 1). All three of these components are present in the 
prototype design; however, their operations have been altered slightly.
The conventional belt-pulley drive relies on friction between the contact 
surfaces of the belt and the pulleys for the efficient transmission of 
motion. Therefore, given a fixed belt size, this transmission efficiency 
can be increased by raising the tension of the belt. At high belt 
tensions the transmission efficiency under load is good, however, the 
power requirement for the driving motor, as well as the motor size, 
increase. This presents no problem- in design when size, weight and 
electrical energy inputs are minor considerations. However, since 
these are all major considerations in the design of a prosthetic mechanism, 
a more positive drive was substituted. The pulleys were replaced by 
sprockets and the belt was replaced by a special cable chain manufactured 
by W. M. Berg- Inc. The application of this drive system in the proto­
type locates one sprocket at the elbow and the other in a framework at
6
7Belt Pulley System, Conventional Application 
FIGURE 1.
Application of the Belt Pulley System used in the Prototype
FIGURE 2.
8a fixed distance between the elbow and the wrist. The sprocket at the 
elbow is fixed to a shaft and to the upper arm while the other sprocket 
is allowed to rotate. Both sprockets are held within a structural 
frame and are connected to each other by the cable chain. The displace­
ment of this chain is achieved through the use of a ball-bearing, screw- 
drive, linear actuator which replaces a section of chain. As the chain is 
displaced, the forearm is forced to rotate about the fixed elbow sprocket 
(see Figure 2).
This system has the flexibility of allowing the power source (a 
motor) to be placed in either the forearm or theupperarm. Since it 
was desirable to reduce the dead weight of the forearm raised each cycle, 
the power source was located in the upper arm. The mechanism creates 
a uniform rotational velocity ratio between input and output during 
operation. It also offers a large gear reduction between the input and 
output motions. This reduction can be obtained from an overall summation 
of the reductions between the motor and the nut, the nut and the screw, 
and the screw in combination with the relative diameter of the elbow 
sprocket.
Prototype Construct ion
The prototype model was constructed based in part on the work by 
Krump, 1978 [6], and also on the des i gn equations to be presented in 
later sections of this chapter. The finished model can be seen in 
the photographs in Figure 3 and also the drawing in Figure A. The working 
drawings used for construction of the prototype are presented in Appendix 
1 .
The reasons for component selection and sizing will become clearer 
in subsequent sections; however, some discussion will be presented here
9FIGURE 3
Bal1 Screw Nut
Dri ven Spur Gear
Bearing Block
Elbow Sprocket Cable Chain Idler Sprocket
A FULL SIZED PROFILE VIEW OF THE PROTOTYPE MODEL
FIGURE k
in order to give a physical feel as to where the numerical values used 
in the design equations originated.
Two of the components, the motor and the ball-bearing screw, had 
been obtained prior to the start of this project; therefore, all sub­
sequent component selection and design had to be made to accommodate 
these parts. Since it was desirable to place the motor in the upper 
arm, the problem became one of transferring the power from the motor to 
the ball-screw in the lower arm. At first it was thought that a flexible 
cable drive could be employed to transmit the power, but the minimum 
bending radius constraint for the cable caused that idea to be abandoned. 
The approach finally used was to mount a large bevel gear on the elbow 
pivot shaft and to drive it with a bevel pinion attached to the motor 
shaft. The bevel gear in turn drove a bevel pinion on the lower arm.
This gear train of bevel gears allowed power to be transferred from the 
motor to the lower arm continuously regardless of the angular position 
of the lower arm. The lower bevel pinion drove a spur gear pinion 
through a flexible coupling. A flexible coupling was required since the 
size constraint and the geometry of the frame made it impossible to use 
a one-piece sol id shaft. The spur pinion drove a spur gear which was 
concentric with the ball-screw nut and thus provided the motion of the 
arm.
The length of the frame was chosen after a discussion with the 
Rehabilitation Hospital prosthetist. It was decided that the prototype 
should be made adjustable to a variety of patients and that this length 
could be considered a minium size. The sides of the frame were 
machined to form tracks for an adjustable wrist extension section to be 
used to change the length of the arm and also to attach the terminal
11
devi ce.
12
The following sections present analyses based in part on the 
component sizes discussed above.
Ki nemat i c Ana lysis
A kinematic analysis of the gear train from the motor to the ball' 
screw nut was performed in order to derive a relationship between the 
angular speeds of the motor and the arm. Using the manufacturer's
follows:
data the speed ratios between the gears were determined as
n, /
1 "2
motor bevel pinion to beve1 gea r = A : 1
V n j  "
bevel gear to lower arm bevel pinion = 1:A
n,/
3
1 ower bevel pinion to spur gear pinion = 1:1
n, /A n5 spur pinion to spur gea r = 2:1
iv/
5 n6
spur gear to ball-screw nut = 1:1.
Letting the motor speed equal the variable $ , the rotational nut 
speed, is equal to the motor speed times the combined effect of
all of the gear ratios.
N = d> s Tm
Subst i tut i ng
n 2 A n 5 >
.n l n 2 n 3 n A N
l
_A
A
1
1
1
1
2 . 1] ■ K .
( 2 - 1)
N =s m
A displacement of the cable chain by the amount x causes a relative 
displacement of the elbow sprocket by an equal amount or:
= 2.0X ( 2- 2)
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where: D - is the radius of the elbow sprocket
0 - is the angular displacement of the sprocket about its 
axis relative to the arm.
Since the arm is constrained to rotate about the fixed elbow pulley, the 
angular displacement of the arm for a given belt movement, x, is
0 = -x. (2-3)
The speed of the belt, x, is equal to the speed of the nut, Ns> times
the lead of the nut, £:
1x = ■=■ <J> £. 2 m
(2-4)
Substituting and simplifying, the arm speed as a function of motor
speed becomes:
' i  •
6 = fr<t>L) m
Numerically for the prototype:
D = 2.125 inches £ = .007958 inch/radian
<p = 267.03 0m (2-5)
Force Ana lysis
In order to determine the forces expected to act on the prototype 
during operation, a force analysis of the mechanism was performed. A 
free body diagram of the arm appears in Figure 5.
The mathematical relationship which describes the motion of the 
prototype is given below:
ET - (I + I )a = 0o m ( 2- 6 )
where:
ET
Io=1
is the summation of the torques
is the mass moment of inertia of the arm
about the elbow pivot
14
A FREE BODY DIAGRAM OF THE ARM 
FIGURE 5
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I - is the mass moment of inertia of the arm eg
about its center of gravity
I - is the mass moment of inertia of the appliedm
load weight about the elbow 
cx=0 - is the angular acceleration 
m - is the mass of the forearm
R - is the radius to the center of mass of thec
arm from the elbow pivot.
When the mechanism is just starting to move in either direction 
the angular velocity of the arm, w, is zero; however, the angular 
acceleration, a, is some quantity other than zero. Substituting into 
the equation yields:
ZT = (I + I )a (2-7)o m
During constant velocity motion the angular acceleration becomes 
zero and the angular velocity is some constant other than zero. The 
equation for this special case then becomes:
ZT = 0 (2-8)
As an initial approximation, it was assumed that the arm motion 
consisted of a constant acceleration segment, followed by a constant 
velocity segment, and then a constant deceleration segment, and that 
the total time for the starting acceleration, a, to take place was 
approximately 0.10 second. Since it was desired to have the arm tra­
verse 120 degrees or about two radians in three seconds, the constant 
angular velocity level during the cycle should be 0.7 radians per second 
The angular acceleration and velocity are related by the following
equat ion:
16
(2-9)co = at 
solving for a:
a = —  = q— j-Q = 7.0 rad/sec .
In order to calculate the torque, T, the moments of inertia were
determined as follows:
,2 _ -955mRz
I
386.4 (2.625) 2 = .01703 1b-sec2-i n
1
<a2 + b2) ■ T? 3 W  [<7>2 * <2>2’eg 12
= .01092 lb-sec2-in
where: a,b - are approximate length and height dimensions, 
assuming the forearm to be a solid rectangular 
prism.
( 2- 10)
The weight of the arm is 0.955 pounds centered at 2.625 inches from 
the elbow.
I = I + m R2 = .02795 (1b-sec2-in)o eg c
m = m„ Rn (1b-sec2-i n)
( 2- 11)
where - is the mass of the applied load weight, and
R^ - is the distance to the load from the elbow pivot. 
Combining all inertia terms and summing all torques about the 
elbow pivot, the force, F required to drive the chain can be determined 
with reference to Figure 5 and the equation below:
FD(Rs } " Fw (Rc)sin0 ' F£ (fV sifl0 " (Io + Im)ot = ° (2',2)
where: F - is the weight of the forearm
F^ - is the applied load weight 
Rs - is the elbow sprocket radius
R^ - is the distance to the center of gravity of the arm 
Rj, - is the distance to the load
17
whe re:
9 - is the angular displacement of the arm from a vertical 
plane through the elbow pivot.
Based on a design load of three pounds at = 11+ inches, the
worst case situation would be starting upward motion from the 9 = 90° 
pos i t i on.
Fd (1.0625) " .955(2.625) - 30*0 - (0.028 + 1.522)7.0 = 0
Fp = 52.1 pounds
This analysis presents a worst case driving force equirement, where 
the load, F^, is at its maximum expected value and is located in its 
fully extended position. Also, a, the angular acceleration, is at its 
maximum value, for the motion was required to start at 9 = 90°. The
value of Fp allows calculation of the stresses on all the drive train 
components in the arm and also the torque requirements for the power 
source.
Motion Model 1i ng Prog ram
As a second approach, a computer program was written in order to 
mathematically simulate the motion of the arm under various loading 
configurations. The equations used in the program were taken from the 
two previous sections of this chapter.
It was first necessary to derive a relationship between the motor 
speed and the motor torque. Using the manufacturer's ratings (a copy 
of which can be found in Appendix 2), it was determined that the motor 
speed varies linearly with torque. In general the equation for a 
st ra ight line is:
Y = mx + b (2-13)
where m is the slope of the line and b is the y-axis intercept.
18
t> = mT + b . m m
For the motor used in the prototype,the equation specifically becomes:
( 2- 1*0
From the graph in Appendix 2,it was determined that m was 325.5 radians 
per second per inch-pound and b was 356 radians per second. Substituting 
into the equation and solving for the motor torque in terms of motor 
speed yields,
T = 1.09^ - .00307 d> (inch-pounds).m m
Since this torque equation is based on an input voltage of 12 volts, 
not 9 volts as applied by the power source used during laboratory 
testing, it was desirable to modify this equation to obtain a better 
correlation with the actual operation of the motor. Operating a direct 
current motor at other than its rated voltage causes changes in the 
output characteristics of the motor. It was not known exactly how the 
characteristics of the motor used in the prototype would change due to an 
input reduction of approximately three volts. Therefore, some assumptions 
about these changes were made. First, it was assumed that the relation­
ship between the motor speed and torque would remain linear and that 
the slope of this curve would not change. Using a tachometer to experi­
mentally measure the no-load speed of the motor at an input voltage of 
nine volts gave an average speed of 2500 revolutions per minute.
Inserting this change into the torque equation results in:
T = 0.80A - .00307 6 (inch-pounds),m m
Further, there are losses in the transmission of power from the motor 
to the arm which reduce the useful torque which is delivered to the arm. 
These losses, which are due primarily to friction, are caused by such 
things as gear misalignment, gear tooth mismatch and bearing friction.
The friction losses tend to be independent of speed, and can be
19
accounted for in the torque equation as follows:
T,T „ = Tnet m T. = A - B <j>losses m losses. (2-15)
For the prototype model this loss term can be thought of as the torque
which must be input by the motor to just overcome the drive train
friction and start or maintain motion. A value for this torque loss
using the prototype was determined experimentally. The model was
mounted horizontally to eliminate any gravitational loading on the motor
and a small torque was applied to the motor shaft. This torque was
gradually increased until motion occurred. The test was conducted a
number of times with reasonable agreement and an average loss torque,
T, , of 0.188 inch-pounds was determined. Substituting into thelosses’ r
torque equation gives:
T = 0.80A - .00307 i - 0.188 (inch-pounds), net m
From the kinematic analysis section, the relationship between the motor
speed and the chain speed is: 
2
4> x (radians per second).
0’
( 2- 16)' m a
The work done by the driving force, F_, is equal to the product of this
force and its displacement or:
Work = F_x - T = T —  *■D net m net l
There fore,
£ "'"net .
The torque produced by F^ about the elbow is:
T = F — = — TD 2 £ net.
Again from the kinematic analysis section:
(2-17)
( 2- 18)
(2-19)
<J) = 267.03 <J>. ( 2 - 20 )
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Substituting, the torque produced by is:
T = | (0.804 - 0.8198 0 - .188).
For the prototype model, D is 2.125 inches and A is .007958 inches per 
radian. Substitution results in:
T = 214.7 " 218.9 0 - 50.2 = 164.5 - 218.9 0 (inch-pounds)
Substituting into the torque equation from the force analysis section 
and solving for the acceleration, a, interms of torque gives:
a = 0 =
(164.5 - 218.9 0 - F R sin© - F0R0 sin0)
W W A A ( 9 _ 9 1 1
(i + ~ T )0 m
This equation can be solved by numerical techniques giving values
• » 
for 0 the angular velocity of the arm and 0 the angular position of the
arm. A copy of this program can be seen in Appendix 3. From this 
data one may observe the effects which various loads have on the 
motion of the arm as it traverses through a complete cycle. The time 
required to reach essentially constant velocity can also be determined 
and was used to determine a  in the preceding section. Plots were made 
of the motion versus load data obtained from this program. These graphs 
are presented in Chapter 3 along with similar plots obtained during lab­
oratory testing of the prototype for comparison purposes.
Range of Motion Analys i s and Component Sizing
The original restrictions and requirements for the design of the 
prototype, mentioned earlier, were used as a basis for the selection of 
the moving components of the mechanism.
One of the main objectives of this design was to achieve full
rotation of the arm through 120 degrees over a period of three seconds. 
The characteristics which have an effect on this speed are: the size 
of the elbow sprocket, the lead of the ball bearing screw, the speed of
21
the drive motor under load, and the gear reduction between the motor 
and the ball-screw nut.
A two and one-eighth inch diameter sprocket was selected for the 
elbow, since it offered the maximum mechanical advantage for the space 
available. The other sprocket does not change the mechanical advantage 
of the system, since it is only an idler. It was desirable to reduce the 
overall height of the assembly, so this sprocket was chosen to have a 
three-quarter inch diameter. This allowed the entire mechanism to be 
tilted downward as can be seen in the photograph (Figure 6).
Once the sprocket sizes had been selected, the screw lead was con­
sidered. A greater total gear reduction is achieved as the lead of the 
screw is reduced. Therefore, it is desirable to select a lead that is as small 
as possible. A ball bearing screw with a 0.05 inch lead was selected.
The power source available at the start of this project was the 
D-C motor described earlier. In order to select the proper gear 
reduction between the motor and the ball-screw nut, the following 
analysis was performed.
1) Desired rotation = 120°
2) Sprocket diameter is 2 inches, and
tt (2. 125) = 2.23 inches
Therefore, the screw must travel 2.23 inches in order to 
obtain 120° of rotation.
3) Desired time to raise arm - 3 seconds with a 0.05 inch 
screw lead
(2.23)
(.05)
( 6 0 )
(3)
892 rpm speed of screw nut .
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PROTOTYPE
FIGURE 6
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A) Motor operates at 2500 rpm
2500 R . , , .—ggY = 2.0 = 3"1 gear reduction.
Since it was expected that the motor would operate at a speed even
slower than 2500 rpm due to the torque loss term previously discussed, a
2 to 1 gear ratio was used in order to still achieve full flexion or
extension in three seconds.
Gear and Drive Train Ana lysis
Spur gears were used to transfer power from the motor to the ball- 
screw nut. It was originally thought that a flexible shaft could be 
used to transmit the power from the motor in the upper arm to the 
driving spur gear in the forearm. However, this concept presented 
some problems which could not be remedied. The biggest obstacle to the 
use of a flexible shaft was its minimum radius requirement, the smallest 
of which fell outside one and one-half inches. Therefore, it was decided 
that a set of bevel gears and pinions along with a flexible coupling 
would be used to transmit the power to the driver spur gear. A large 
bevel gear was mounted on the elbow shaft with the pinions mounted on 
the motor shaft and a shaft leading to the driver spur gear. Since there 
was some misalignment between the bevel pinion and the spur gear shafts, 
a flexible coupling was used to connect these shafts. Selection of the 
bevel gear sizes was based on clearance requirements between the two pinions 
at full arm flexion. For assumed gear sizes and materials, operating 
speeds and loads, the Lewis formula was used as the method of design [7].
Its application to the spur and the bevel gear drive train follows.
Spur Gear Analysis (Lewis Formula)
From previous assumptions based on the manufacturer's data, the 
motor torque is 0.193 inch-pounds at 1900 rpm,
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Gear reduction is 2-1,
Gear on nut - 1.25" diameter, and 
Drive gear - .625" diameter.
The horsepower generated by the motor at its rated speed:
HP -
At this motor speed the pitch line velocity of the gears will be:
V - ^  - Tr(,-625><l900). - 311 pm
The tangential gear force, W , is given by:
,, _ 33000 hp _ 33000 (.0058) _ n tlB ,k
t V 311
The factor for dynamic loading (non-uniform load) is:
( 2 - 22)
(2-23)
(2- 2k )
50
50+/v
50
50+/311 = 0.739 . 
N
(2-25)
The gear pitch, P, is 48, and from P = —  , the tooth numbers are:
'1 = Pd = 48(.625) = 30, and
( 2- 26)
N2 = 48(1.25) = 60.
Therefore, the pinion has 30 teeth and the gear has 60 teeth. The 
geometry factor, J, for these 20° full depth gears can be found from a 
graph which relates the number of gear teeth on the pinion and gear to 
the factor J [7].
J = .39 from the graph.
The face width of the gears is one-eighth inch.
Given all these factors, the bending stress experienced by the gears
is given by the equation: 
W P
a =
K FJ v
(2-27)
a = (.618)(48)
(.739)(-125)(.39)
823 psi
Brass gears were used. Therefore, the ultimate strength is
Sut = 72,5 Kpsi
where: K
S = K K, K K ,K K,(.3) (S ) e a b c d e f u t '
Se = (.8) (1) (.8)1+) (1) (1) (1) (.3) (72.5) = 11+200 psi (2-20)
s the surface finish modification factor 
s the size modification factor 
s the reliability factor 
s the temperature compensation factor 
s the stress concentration factor 
s the miscellaneous effects factor.
The factor of safety, n„, is given by:
S “
e _ 11+200 -
nG o 823 7-3
The total factor of safety can be computed by modifying n •(j
nG
n K K
(2-29)
(2-30)
o m
The overload factor, Kq, was found by assuming the power source to 
transmit a light shock load with the driven machinery offering a 
moderate shock resistance.
Ko = 1.5
The load distribution factor was found by assuming that accuracy
and mountings were such that less than ful1-face!contact existed.
K = 2 . 5  m
Therefore, the total factor of safety is: 
nG
n K Ko m
_ _ 17.3 _ , ,
n ’  T l " 5 ) T 2 . 5 )  '  4,6
Bevel Gear Analysis (Lewis Formula)
Again, from assumptions based on the manufacturer's data,
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the motor rating is 0.193 in-lb at 1900 rpm,
3 gear reduction is 1-4-1,
pinion on motor - .5 inch pitch diameter,
gear on elbow shaft - 2 inch pitch diameter,
pinion to spur gear - .5 inch pitch diameter. The
horsepower generated by the motor is as before:
Hp = 0.0058 hp
The gear velocity will be:
v , jrdn , tt(.5) O 9°0) , 2 h S  7 fpm
The tangential load, based on pitch radius is given by:
33000hp 33000(.0058) _ „ „
Wt ' ---V -------27577-----0,77 lb‘
The dynamic loading factor, Kv, is:
k = __5? _ 50 = n 7,n
Kv 50+77 50+7248.7 0'760
The gear pitch, P, is 32, and
(2-31)
(2-32)
(2-33)
Nj = Pd = 32(.5) = 16 teeth, and (2-34)
= 32(2) = 64 teeth.
Therefore, the pinions each have 16 teeth and the gear has 64 
teeth. The geometry factor, J, can again be found from a published 
graph [7].
For the pinion J = .25*
For the gear J = .19.
The face width of these gears is one-quarter inch.
The bending stress is again given by:
W P
° = iT T j •
V
For the pinions
(2-35)
0 (-077)(32)(.76)(.25)(.25) 518 ps i.
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For the gear
(0.77X32) .
0 -  ( . 7 6X .2 5 X . I9 )  '  683 p5'
Brass bevel gears were also used: therefore, the ultimate strength is: 
Sut = 72.5 kpsi
So = (.8) (1) (.8.4) (1) (1) (1) (.3) (72.5) = 1 **200 ps i
The factor of safety, nr, is given by:
G S
d - • e 14200 ,
P1 n 1 °n nG = ~  T T I T  = 2 7 'k (2-36)
Gear 14200
W
=  20.8
The overload factor, Kq , was assumed to be the same as for the
spur gears,
Ko - 1.5.
The load distribution factor, K , was determined assuming both 
bevel gears to be mounted outboard of the bearings,
K = 1.3.v
The total safety factors are:
Pinio" n " ( l . 5X1.3)  = U'-0’
r 20.8 ,
Gear n = TTTsTd ."3)'" = 10-7-
The factor of safety for all the gears is adequate.
Driving Torque Requi rements
From the force analysis section, the value of the driving force, 
Fp, was:
Fd = 52.1 lbs.
The manufacturer's specification lists a 3 0 %  efficiency for a 
ball-screw with a 0.05 inch lead. Given this information the torque 
required to drive the screw against the worst case load is given by
T = FpU) = (52.1) (.05)
d 2fTe 2 tt (.9) 0.46 i n-1bs.
(2-37)
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The total torque that the motor can develop on the screw is given
by:
screw motor T-----  = _-----  + j
dscrew d , motor
> Tscrew = 2 Tmoto r (2-38)
Tscrew 2 (. 1 93) = 0.386 i n- 1bs.
As can be observed, the torque supplied by the motor is too low to 
drive the load. However, the relationship between motor speed and 
torque states that as the speed decreases, the torque increases. 
Therefore, this load can be raised at the expense of travel speed.
Se1ect ion of Components for the P rototype
The selection of components for the prototype model was based 
primarily on the stock availability of these components since this was 
a major objective of the design. Host of the components were purchased 
commercially. Those which could not be purchased were fabricated in the 
Central Shop at the University of North Dakota. A list of the components
fol1ows:
Components Source
1 . Gears Boston Gear Co.
2 . Ball bearings (all rotating 
Shafts)
3. FI ex i b1e coup ling
4. Sprockets and cable chain W. M. Berg Inc.
5. Ba11 Beari ng Screw Warner Electric Co.
6. Motor Barbe r-Colman
7. Frame and Shafting (shop fabricated)
A complete listing of all components can be found in Appendix 2
CHAPTER 3
LABORATORY TESTING OF THE PROTOTYPE
A series of laboratory tests were undertaken using the prototype 
in order to evaluate its performance characteristics and to expose 
and, if possible, correct any weakness in the design of the device. A 
testing program was devised to subject the prototype model to various 
tasks it might be required to perform in the field under normal usage. 
Included in the program were pull tests which involved raising and low­
ering weights, and push tests, a field application of which might be 
as simple as holding a piece of paper in place. The tests were per­
formed with the adjustable wrist extension section in three positions, 
thus allowing the observation of a range of expected operational 
characteri sties.
Pu11 Tests
A typical set-up for the pull tests can be seen in the photograph, 
Figure 7. The driving motor was powered by a rechargable battery with 
a peak output voltage of approximately nine volts. A variable torque 
load was applied by attaching a weight to the wrist extension piece.
This load was varied in one-half pound increments from zero to a maxi­
mum of about three and one-half pounds. For each test,the mechanism 
was driven from full extension to full flexion through an angle of 
approximately 116 degrees. Angular displacement was recorded as a 
function of time on a strip chart recorder through the use of an elec­
trogoniometer, or elgon as it is commonly called to [8] [9]. The elgon
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TYPICAL TEST SET-UP
FIGURE 7
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consists of a linear potentiometer attached to the prototype at the 
elbow pivot point. The shaft of the potentiometer was driven by the 
forearm while the base remained stationary, fixed to the upper arm.
During the test, a voltage was applied to the potentiometer and its 
variable output was monitored with a strip chart recorder. Once the 
equipment had been calibrated, knowing the chart speed, the time, 
for each cycle of the prototype under load could be computed. The 
chart also gave a visual record of the motion linearity through full 
rotation. Three full flexion cycles were performed at each load in 
order to obtain readings of the voltage and amperage, and to make a 
recording of the motion. The average voltage and amperage values 
were read from separate meters. A detailed listing of the instrumenta­
tion and test equipment appears in Appendix A.
Push Tes ts
The push tests were conducted in essentially the same manner as 
the pull tests. In order to apply gravitational loading to the proto­
type, it was mounted on the test stand upside down with travel going 
from full flexion to full extension in each load case. Again, three 
separate trials were run at each load with data recorded as before.
Mid-Range Tests
In the two previous testing modes, motion was started from either 
the full extension or full flexion positions. Each cycle was completed 
and motion stopped when the arm had traversed to the opposite travel 
limitation. Since the arm will probably also be required in field use, 
to start from positions other than those of full flexion or extension, 
it was decided to conduct a series of pull tests from the 90 degree flexion 
position. Starting from this position places a maximum load on all the
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drive components,thus providing some additional insight into the 
operational characteristics of the prototype. Only pull tests were 
conducted from 90 degree flexion to full flexion with strip chart 
recordings of the motion recorded.
Data and Resu1ts
Once the data from the pull and push test modes had been collected, 
the efficiency of the mechanism under load was determined by calculating 
the ratio of the average output to input powers. The average input power 
was calculated, knowing the average input voltage and current, by the 
formu1 a:
P.i n
VI
7~K (horsepower). (3-D
The average output power was computed, knowing the weight of the 
mechanism, the applied load and the time over which full travel occurred, 
by applying this formula:
W (horsepower), (3-2)out 550-t-12
where W is the net work performed during time t. The derivation of this 
formula, in general, follows:
Work = force x translational displacement
= moment x rotational displacement. (3_3)
Defining 9 as the angle from a vertical axis (below the elbow pivot) 
counter-clockwise to the axis of the arm, the moment about the elbow 
required to raise a series of loads at different radii from the elbow is:
Mg = IF•r•s i nB. (3-/4)
An incremental displacement of this moment is equal to the change in 
ang1e 9 or:
= d9.d i sp1acement (3-5)
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The work is then the integral of this moment times displacement product 
over the entire range of 0.
W = /0IF•r.s in0d6. (3-6)o
For the specific case of the prototype, the series of load-radii 
products are of constant value and can be moved outside the integral 
sign. Integrating what remains and simplifying gives:
W = EF•r•(1-cos0).
Further simplification can be realized by using the fact that there 
are two main loads against which the input power must work once the arm 
is in motion, namely the weight of the arm itself, F^, and any addi­
tional load F^ :
W
where:
■ (F„ - RC +  F £ - R t > " - “ 5 0 > ( 3 "
R - is the radius from the elbow to the center of massc
of the arm,
R,. - is the radius from the elbow to the load, and 
0 - is the angle traversed by the arm in time t.
The time, t, for each cycle can be determined from the strip chart,
Thus, neglecting friction, the average output power equation is:
out
(F -R + F..RJ (1-COS0)W C /u 36
550* t- 12
(3-8)
Finally, using the calculated values of P and P. ,ou t: m the efficiency,
N, can be computed by:
P
N = x 100% (3-9)
i n
Tables I and II present the data acquired from the pull and push 
tests, respectively. Also included are the calculated average input and 
output powers and efficiencies for each load. Figure 8 is a graph of 
efficiency versus load for the pull test at each load radius. Figure 9
3^TABLE I
MEAN PULL TEST DATA AND EFFICIENCIES
Load
(Pounds) (inches) Voltage Amperage
Time 
(sec.) Pin Pout Efficiency
0.0 8.0 8.9 .6 2.578 .0072 .0002 3.0%
0.4 9.0 .65 3.047 .0078 .0004 5.2%
1.0 8.95 .65 2.812 .0078 .0008 10.4%
1.4 8.9 .65 3.281 .0078 .0009 11.7%
2.0 8.9 . 6 3.047 .0072 .0013 18.5%
2.4 9.0 .7 3.047 .0084 .0016 18.4%
3.0 8.9 .75 3.281 .0089 .0018 19.7%
3.4 8.9 .8 3.281 .0095 .0020 20.7%
0.4 11.0 9. 15 .55 2.578 .0067 .0006 8.7%
1.0 9.05 . 6 2.578 .0073 .0014 15.7%
1.4 8.95 .7 3.047 .0084 .0013 15.3%
2.0 8.85 .8 3.047 .0095 .0018 18.5%
2.4 8.8 .9 3.281 .0106 .0019 18.1%
3.0 8.6 1.05 3.516 .0121 .0022 18.2%
3.4 8.45 1.2 3.750 .0136 .0023 17.1%
0.4 13.5 9.1 .6 2.930 .0073 .0006 8.0%
1.0 8.95 .65 3.047 .0078 .0011 14.7%
1.4 8.9 .75 3.047 .0089 .0015 17.1%
2.0 8.75 .9 3.281 .0106 .0020 18.6%
2.4 8. 7 1.0 3.516 .0117 .0022 18.6%
3.0 8.6 1.2 3.750 .0138 .0025 18.1%
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TABLE II
MEAN PUSH TEST DATA AND EFFICIENCIES
Load
(Pounds) (inches) Voltage Amperage
Time 
(sec.) Pin Prout Efficiency
0.0 8.0 9.1 0.6 2.695 .0073 .0002 2.7%
0.4 8.9 0.7 2.695 .0084 .0005 5.0%
1.0 8.8 0.8 2.812 .0094 .0008 8.5%
1.4 8.7 0.9 2.930 .0105 .0010 9.5%
2.0 8.55 1.0 3. 164 .0115 .0013 11.3%
2.4 8.45 1 . 1 3. 164 .0125 .0015 1 2.0%
3.0 8.4 1.2 3.633 .0135 .0016 11.9%
0.4 11 .0 8.75 0.75 2.812 .0088 .0005 5.7%
1.0 8.6 0.9 2.930 .0104 .0010 9.6%
1.4 8.45 0.95 3.164 .0108 .0011 10.2%
2.0 8.25 1 .2 3.516 .0133 .0015 11.3%
0.4 13.5 8.6 0.8 2.930 .0092 .0006 6.5%
] .0 8.45 0.95 3.047 .0108 .0011 10.2%
1.4 8.2 1.05 3.867 .0015 .0012 10.4%
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is a graph of similar data from the push tests. Table III gives the 
calculated average speeds at each load and radius for each of the three 
testing modes. Figures 10, 11 and 12 are graphical presentations of the 
data in Table III. Figures 13, 1 ** and 15 are comparison plots of the 
displacement versus time data acquired experimentally and the same data 
generated by the motion simulation program derived in Chapter 2.
As can be seen from Figures 8 and 9 the overall efficiency of the 
mechanism is quite low with a maximum calculated value of 20.7%. There 
are several possible explanations for this low achieved efficiency.
One source of error may have been the method of testing. The 
voltage and amperage readings taken for each test were fairly constant 
throughout each test with average values recorded when some fluctuation 
did occur. The voltage readings may be taken as being reliable since the 
values read were mid-range on the meter scale. The amperage readings, 
however, could be in slight error. The ammeter range was 0 to 15 
amperes, and readings taken during testing were all less than 2 amperes 
thus placing all measurements at the low end of the scale. Another 
source of error could be the method used to record the displacement 
versus time plot for each trial. The strip chart recorder used had a 
maximum paper speed of eight inches per minute. This speed was probably 
too slow in comparison to the angular velocity of the arm. In some 
instances it was difficult to make accurate time measurements from the 
readings, thus introducing some error in the P calculations.
Another source of efficiency loss is within the mechanism itself.
In general, this source can be divided into four major areas of concern.
The first area was the motor itself. The manufacturer's data 
places the maximum motor efficiency at I b X  (see Appendix 2). This
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TABLE I I I
AVERAGE SPEED FOR EACH TEST MODE (RADIANS PER SECOND)
Load
(Pounds)
RJl
(inches) Pull Test Push Test Mid-Range Pull Test
0.0 8.0 0.785 0.751 0.975
0.4 0.664 0.751 0.968
1.0 0.720 0.720 0.774
1.4 0.617 0.691 0.645
2.0 0.664 0.640 0.553
2.4 0.664 0.640 0.484
3.0 0.617 0.557 0.430
3.4 0.617 — 0.430
0.4 11 .0 0.785 0.720 0.553
1.0 0.785 0.691 0.553
1.4 0.664 0.640 0.484
2.0 0.664 0.576 0.484
2.4 0.617 — 0.430
3.0 0.576 — —
3.4 0.540 — —
0.4 13.5 0.691 0.691 0.645
1.0 0.664 0.664 0.645
1.4 0.664 0.524 0.553
2.0 0.617 — 0.553
2.4 0.576 — 0.484
3.0 0.540 — 0.387
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efficiency is at rated load assuming the correct voltage input is used. 
Moving to either side of this rated load causes the efficiency to fall 
off sharply. Since the motor was operated at less than its rated 
voltage the efficiency most assuredly is lowered and contributes to a 
lower overall mechanism efficiency.
The next area of consideration is the drive train gearing. Visual 
examination of the mechanism after assembly revealed misalignment of 
the spur gears and a large amount of backlash in the bevel gear train 
caused by tolerances and mounting clearances. These mismatches cause the 
friction load on the motor to be greater than it should be, therefore 
decreasing the available output of the motor and subsequently reducing 
the efficiency.
An attempt was made during the design of the prototype to eliminate 
as much of the sliding fricition as possible. However, some efficiency 
loss could occur here also. All gears and rotating shafts were supported 
on ball bearings to minimize fricition in this area. Some sliding 
friction did occur between the upper and lower arm frames at the elbow 
pivot point and also between the back side of the bevel gear and the 
forearm frame.
Finally, the ball-bearing screw itself may have achieved less than 
the manufacturers rated efficiency due to factors such as misalignment, 
wear, etc.
Again, in reference to the motor manufacturers data recorded in 
Appendix 2, it can be seen that as the load is increased, the efficiency 
rises to a maximum and then falls off. This fact is in evidence in 
Figures 8 and 9. For a given weight load, an increase in load radius 
results in a higher efficiency until the peak value is reached after which
5^the efficiency can be seen to fall off. The 11 inch radius curve should 
fall below the 13.5 inch radius curve in Figure 8 but does not. Causes 
for this error have been discussed previously with the most probable cause 
for error being the cycle time determination.
The trends in Figures 10-12 for average speed are as expected, 
with the pull or flexion tests consistently achieving the highest 
average speed. This behavior can be accounted for by the fact that it 
is much easier for the mechanism to start from full extension rather than 
the other two test starting positions. Also, the greatest load is 
placed on the model near the end of its travel thus allowing it more 
time to build up speed resulting in a higher average speed. Since 90 
degrees of flexion is the worst possible starting position it would be 
expected that under increasing load the average cycle speed would fall 
off much more quickly. As can be seen from the figures, this does 
occu r.
Finally, Figures 13~15 show a good correlation between the predicted 
displacement versus time plot and that measured experimentally. This 
model is desirable from a design standpoint since it allows the designer 
to change any number of parameters within the prototype model and then 
mathematically predict how the mechanism should behave. This process saves 
much time by easily eliminating unworkable designs.
As an example, the program was used to theoretically predict the 
behavior of the prototype under a load of 10 pounds located at 12 inches.
A plot of displacement and velocity versus time can be seen in Figures 16 
and 17. Examination of these figures shows that this loading approaches 
the maximum capacity for the prototype. Indeed this load can be rejected 
as too large already since the total time for flexion is more than seven
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seconds, far exceeding the design target of full flexion in three 
seconds. It should also be noted that while this is theoretically a 
load which could be lifted, failure of other components could possibly 
occur terminating the lift.
The program was also used to predict a maximum torque load which 
could be raised by the prototype. The selection of this load was 
based on the examination of the change of velocity with time over the 
complete cycle. The maximum torque load and therefore the slowest 
speed occurs at 0 = 90 degrees. If a great enough load is placed on 
the model, this speed will drop to zero and the motor will theoretically 
stall. Again note that this is a theoretical load. Based on the 
program the maximum torque load is approximately 1A foot-pounds.
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is believed that the design upon which this prototype is based 
has the capabilities of becoming a marketable externally powered pros­
thesis for above elbow amputees. The actuation system is electromechanical 
and, as such, should be much easier to maintain and more reliable in the 
field than the gas or hydraulically actuated systems found in other 
designs. The use of the sprocket belt-ball screw combination in the 
prototype is believed to be the first application of this type of drive 
in a powered prosthetic. The friction clutch and flex spline drives used 
within other known available devices have been eliminated from this 
design and, with them, many of their associated problems. Therefore, it 
is believed that this design has a distinct advantage over previous 
des i gns.
The prototype, in its present form, has some disadvantages and 
weaknesses which must be addressed with any subsequent development. The 
discussion which follows will first cover specific problems associated with 
the present prototype and then suggest other areas of design which 
should also be pursued.
The first problems encountered were with the flexible cable chain.
The cable itself was strong enough to withstand all tensile loads 
placed on the prototype; however, some difficulties occurred in the 
area of attachment to the ball-screw shaft. The belt forces are great 
enough that simply anchoring the chain by placing a pin through the
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links into the screw shaft did not provide a strong enough connection.
The final solution was to weld washers to the ends of the cable and 
anchor to the screw shaft through them. Both the proximal and distal 
attachment points had to have this modification since the tension end 
of the belt alternates between these connections depending upon 
whether pulling or pushing is undertaken. Another problem associated 
with the chain was that, because it was flexible, it did not offer a high 
degree of torsional stability. As the load increased the cable tended to 
twist with the screw motion to some extent. One way to partially 
eliminate this problem would have been to add an adjustable feature to 
the frame in order to increase the belt tension. This would have also 
been beneficial in the field since the cable tends to stretch somewhat 
during use. Both of these problems could probably have been eliminated 
had a small pitched metal roller chain been used in place of the cable 
chain. Attachment to the ball-screw would have been simpler and twisting 
would probably not have occurred; however, some additional weight load 
would have been added to the forearm. The adjustable tension feature 
should be added in any case.
The next area was the limitation to the range of motion. It would have 
been desirable to obtain a greater range of motion than 116 degrees, probably 
135 degrees or more; however, size constraints limited the travel to 
this amount. With the given frame and elbow sprocket sizes, the ball 
screw had moved its total allowable length to achieve this rotation. 
Kinematically, for a given belt displacement, the angular displacement of 
the arm varies inversely with the elbow sprocket diameter. In other 
words, as the sprocket diameter decreases the arm displacement increases 
for a specific belt movement. On the other hand, the force analysis
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leads to the conclusion that the smaller the elbow sprocket, the less the 
mechanical advantage. Therefore, as the elbow sprocket diameter de­
creases the maximum load which can be raised also decreases proportionally. 
From this standpoint, a large diameter sprocket would be most desirable. 
Since the frame size is the more fixed of the two variables, a closer 
study would have to be made to determine an optimal sprocket size.
Another problem encountered was the method by which the elbow 
sprocket was fixed to the pivot shaft. The hollow pin used to make this 
attachment, sheared off several times during testing necessitating 
replacement. This characteristic is not entirely undesirable since it 
acts as an overload safety feature. In the future, it is suggested 
that the mechanism be designed around this weakness, possibly changing 
the pin diameter such that a predictable maximum safe load is not 
exceeded. This failure occurred at approximately seven foot-pounds.
The gear drive train, especially the bevel gears, emitted an 
undesirable amount of noise during operation. The gear material should 
not be changed from metal, since the gear stresses are believed 
too high for a non-metalic gear and would cause failure of the train.
Gear tolerances and alignments were probably not as optimal as they 
could have been, and this could account for some of the noise. Also, 
straight bevel gears are inherently noisy at high speed operation. There­
fore, it is suggested that if this type of power transmission is to be 
used, spiral bevel gears be substituted for the straight bevel gears 
since they are noted to be more silent in high speed applications. A 
sound absorbing cover for the arm should also be used to further reduce
this gear noise.
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The motor, although it gave adequate performance, is too heavy 
and too large to be used in a commercial application of this device.
A motor of smaller size and weight producing an equal or greater torque 
would be beneficial in the future. If a small enough motor we re found, 
it could be located in the forearm, thus eliminating much of the drive 
train, however, a higher torque motor would be needed since the motor
weight would then become a portion of the load torque.
Finally, it would be desirable to make the frame narrower while 
still maintaining the length adjustability feature.
Near the conclusion of this project, a meeting was held with a 
bilateral above elbow amputee in order to get his opinions on the 
design. He had used other externally powered prosthetics with limited 
success^so any insight he could give was deemed desirable from a design 
standpoint. He viewed the overall design as good; but since he had 
become quite independent with his conventional body powered prosthesis, he
suggested that the means of control of the arm and the type and
control of the terminal device would also be very important features 
to him. Neither of these areas were specifically addressed in this 
design. For future work, it is suggested that a commercially available 
terminal device be incorporated into the design and that various means 
of control be investigated. Also, it would be helpful to obtain periodic 
input from a suitable amputee patient from the start of the project.
The two most popular methods of controlling powered prosthetics 
are with a mechanical switch and myoelectrica11y. The switch type of 
control generally employs two microswitches encased within the body 
harness of the patient. Actuation of these microswitches requires a 
physical movement such as hunching the shoulders resulting in subsequent 
prosthesis movement.
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Myoelectric control involves monitoring the electric potentials of 
a specific group of muscles and, from this output, activating the 
prosthesis [10]. The primary advantage of myoelectric control over manual 
control is that no physical motion of the patient is required for 
prosthesis activation. Myoelectric control systems can be made very 
sensitive and therefore can be useful for controlling small movements. 
Also, the effort required to use this system is much less,thereby reducing 
patient fatigue. Surface electrodes are used in a majority of cases 
over a group of control muscles [11]. These muscles do not necessarily 
have to be in the stump; however, since these muscle fibers were 
originally used to control the arm, the learning process can be shortened 
by locating the electrodes here. Myoelectric control systems are still 
fairly experimental and the associated equipment is expensive; however, 
as technology increases, this type of control should be investigated for 
use with a prototype.
in conclusion, based on the research performed, it is believed that 
this device has a high potential and should be pursued further.
APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
The following pages are copies of the shop drawings used
construct the prototype.
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APPENDIX 2
The following curves are a reprint of the manufacturer's ratings 
for the motor used in the prototype. The information was supplied 
by Barber-Colman Company, Electro-Mechanical Products Division, 
Rockford Illinois.
This is a listing of all of the components used in the prototype 
by manufacturers' name and part number.
Boston Gear Company 
Gears
bevel pinions - G^bY-P
bevel gear - G486Y-G
spur pinion - Y4830
spur gear - YA860
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W. M. Berg, Inc.
Bea rings 
B1 -25 
B1-39
FIexi ble Coupl i ng 
CC5-19-P
Sprockets
3MP19A-AO
3MP19S-I5
Cable Chain 
3CCF-E
Warner Electric Company
Bal1 Beari ng Screw
Warner 3/16" Diameter, 0.05 lead
Barber-Colman Company
D-C Motor 
CYQM 62800
APPENDIX 3
MOTION SIMULATION PROGRAM
The following two pages contain a reprint of the computer 
program used to simulate the motion of the prototype. Basically the 
program uses a subroutine to solve the differential equation presented 
in Chapter 2.
Symbol notation:
FL
RL
ML
XO,YO,XN,YN 
H
- is the weight load (F^ )
- is the weight load radius measured from the 
elbow pivot (R )^
- is the inertial load m R^
- are iterative values of the displacement 
and velocity of the arm.
- is the time step used in solving the 
equation
i
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Appendix 4 
TEST EQUIPMENT LIST
1. Weston D.C. Voltmeter, Model 622, Serial Number 15077, Weston 
Electrical Instrument Comp., Newark, N.J., USA.
2. Hoyt D.C. Ammeter, Type 515, Hoyt Electrical Instrument Works, 
Penacook, N.H., USA.
3. Varian Aerograph Strip Chart Recorder, Series G-2000, Varian 
Aerograph, Walnut Creek, California.
4. Electrogoniometer, Constructed at UND, 10K and 50K ohm variable 
resistors purchased from Radio Shack locally.
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ABSTRACT
There continues to be a need for an externally powered prothesis 
which can be used by above elbow amputee patients who cannot effectively 
operate a conventional body powered prosthesis. This device must be 
reliable, economically constructed, and easily maintained in the field.
A device employing a drive mechanism powered by a small DC motor has 
been designed to meet this need.
The device is based on an inversion of the belt driven pulley 
system and is a continuation of previous work employing this mechanism.
A prototype was designed using this system in a size suitable for patient 
application. The model was constructed from commerically available parts 
and some shop fabrication. Once constructed, a laboratory testing 
program was devised to subject the prototype to typical tasks it would 
be required to perform in the field. The test results are included in 
the thesis. Also included are the kinematic and force analyses of the 
model and a computer program, based on the design equations, written to 
simulate the motion of the device under load. A comparison between the 
simulated and experimental results is also presented.
The major intent of this project was to design and test a reliable 
externally powered above elbow prosthesis from commerically available 
parts. The design has proven to be a viable concept and should be 
pursued further based on the recommendations given in this thesis.
